
CHAPTER ONE

MEDIA
INSTITUTIONS
Key areas and their implications for
understanding media

❝A focal question for the political economy of communications is to

investigate how changes in the array of forces that exercise control over

cultural production and distribution limit or liberate the public sphere.

This directs attention to two key issues. The first is the pattern of

ownership of such institutions and the consequences of this pattern for

control over their activities. The second is the nature of the relationship

between state regulation and communications institutions.❞
Peter Golding and Graham Murdock (2000) Culture, communications and political economy,

in J. Curran and M. Gurevitch Mass Media and Society (3rd edn). London: Arnold.



1 Introduction

In addition to the above it may be said that a political economy approach would be
interested in

� the production of cultural goods by institutions;

� regulation by those institutions and by government;

� media texts with reference to the relationship between representations and the
conditions of production and consumption;

� cultural consumption with relation to cultural and social inequalities.

In this first chapter I want to make connections between elements such as regulation and
power, as they relate to the production of meaning, and as they illuminate the relation-
ship between media and society. But we also need to look separately at the nature and
operations of media institutions.

Texts and audiences are relatively accessible. Media businesses are not. Information
about their policies and financial affairs is hard to come by for reasons of confidentiality.
Access to the production needs of their businesses may be denied for the same reason, or
because these organizations are suspicious of what academic researchers are going to do
and say.

Differing views on the practices and products of media institutions throw up contra-
dictions. For example, if a pluralistic approach proposes diversity of product, then at
what point does diversity in fact become cultural fragmentation? May this not simply
encourage social fracturing, and work against cultural coherence?

Ralph Negrine (1994) identifies contradictions between statements in support of a
free market, and those which then ask for regulation of that market because of the
consequences of its becoming ‘too free’. He quotes John Keane: ‘there is a structural
contradiction between freedom of communication and unlimited freedom of the

Summary of Models of the Relationship between Media and Society
This mapping of broad critiques of the relationship between media and society represents general truths, but
needs particular qualifications.
For example, some political economists veer towards a dynamic model in accepting that there is a complex
relationship, in which economic power does not simply determine cultural change. Similarly, Feminist critiques
embrace a range of positions, both determinist and audience centred.
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market . . . the market liberal ideology of freedom of individual choice in the marketplace
of opinions is in fact a justification of the privileging of corporate speech and of giving
more choice to investors than to citizens’. Negrine talks of a free market which is ‘regu-
lated to allow for freedom, albeit a freedom where market forces dominate, and where,
crucially, media content is treated as a commodity rather than a public good’.

In terms of the relationship between media and society, these observations raise
questions about different critical approaches, as well as about ideological positions. On
the one hand, Western beliefs in democracy and freedom of choice support ideas about a
free market and visions of a plurality of media and their materials. On the other hand,
the freedom of institutions to produce what they like does not fit other ideological
imperatives – to endorse a particular system of social morality and to protect certain
social groups, for instance. Nor do such freedoms as are now allowed seem to add up to a
genuine freedom of choice for all sections of society. The power of relatively few media
institutions to determine what appears in the marketplace equally endorses critiques
offered by neo-Marxists and political economists – that society is not best served by the
media, least of all in terms of a free market of ideas.

Blair and Bush: Media users, media controllers
How should we understand the media – in terms of economic imperatives – of political regulation? Is media
consumption really a matter of choice?
(Corbis)
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2 Major questions
1 How may we understand the identity, function and significance of media institutions

apart from their role as constructors of media product?

2 In what respects may we understand media institutions as being distinct from or
similar to other commercial enterprises?

3 How do we understand the relationship of media institutions to other dominant
institutions of our society, especially to the advertising industry?

4 What characterizes the relationship between media and government, especially with
reference to the regulation of media?

5 How does media policy affect the position of public service broadcasting in particular,
as it competes with a free market model?

6 How do media institutions understand their audiences, and what are the implications
of this understanding?

7 What do we mean by the phrase ‘power of the media’? What is its location, its
expression and its significance?

8 How have media institutions changed with the advent of new technology, and with
relation to ideas about globalization?

9 Is it possible to conceive alternative models for media institutions?

3 Defining institutions

3.1 When is an institution?

The media do not of course represent one coherent organization, even if one may
talk collectively about ‘the institution of the media’. Nor can it be supposed that one is
talking just about those organizations which are producers of media material. If one
is discussing for example

� questions of power;

� the nature of media influence;

� media – social relations;

� the media as public space;

then it is important to realize that the media are about more than the sum of their texts.
There may be some things to be inferred about the institution from its texts, but not
everything which explains how and why they operate as they do within a social, political
and economic context. The production of meaning is about more than the text. Critiques
of media – a political economy perspective in particular – are about more than textual
production.

Media business covers commercial functions such as finance, distribution, exhibition
and retailing, as well as production. The owners of media businesses may be into non-
media enterprises. Media institutions may not even be commercial in their foundation –
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the BBC is the most obvious example of this, as a non-profit making public service
broadcaster with a turnover of millions. Others do not work in a free-for-all market
economy. The Guardian and Observer newspaper groups are run by a trust, which denies
control to shareholders or to entrepreneurs buying in to those newspapers. Channel 4
television is constrained by its foundation through an act of Parliament, into providing
for minority interests, whatever the commercial implications.

Many media institutions are large and wealthy, without being directly in the business of
production and exhibition. WPP is a global advertising agency which designs campaigns
and commissions adverts. But it doesn’t run the broadcasters or the press that present
the ads to us.

Associated Press is a huge press agency that gathers and shapes stories which it sells
on to newspapers. The US-owned NTL is, in Britain, a dominant cable operator that
distributes the texts made by others. It is a major operator in terms of turnover, and of
dominance in its field (though it is still struggling to make a profit). Yet its name is not on
the lips of the public because it is not visible as a producer, on screen or in the news-
agents. NTL raises another issue about defining media institutions – what one might
refer to as associated industries. With texts in mind, one might not regard telecommuni-
cation industries as part of the media. But in their operations as distributors or carriers
at least, they bring media materials to the audiences.

One may argue that their other operations (for example, telephone) are part of mass
communications, as distinct from mass media. But it is a fine distinction to make. The
problem with making such a distinction is exemplified by the Net. It is both a carrier of
one-to-one communication – email and information from websites – and a distributor of
media text – micro cinema or online versions of newspapers. So our object of study is not
just about text makers, but also about text enablers and the environment in which text
gets made.

Some Key Concepts Linking Media and Society
Media workers and members of society share, for example, ideologies. But media workers have control of
technologies through which to mediate experience in the form of texts. The texts construct representations,
using discourses, and so promote myths and ideologies.
(Graeme Burton, 2004)
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The media industries actually comprise interdependent institutions. The links
between these are based not least on the outcomes of new technology – about which
more later. Even when one considers the interface of texts with audience, there is a
tendency to underestimate the scope of the media. So, the sphere of ‘the press’ is not just
about dominant national newspapers but also about the range of regional papers; not
just about papers but also about magazines; not just about the public press but also about
the trade press; not just about the print press, but also about online newspapers and
about e-publishing in general.

3.2 Characteristics of institutions
More accurately one might be talking about the characteristics of dominant media
institutions, since the range of business in the media industries in general (see last
section) is such that it isn’t easy to generalize. This also begs the question of what one
means by ‘dominance’. But for now I will at least refer to dominance in terms of income/
turnover/expenditure, volume of product/output, size of audience/consumer base. In
this case, one may refer to the following:

� degree of vertical integration,

� investment in new technology;

� multi-nationalism;

� conglomeration – lateral integration;

� diversification.

These features are, significantly, not peculiar to media industries. They mark domin-
ance in other industries. In the British media, they mark out those five market leaders (as
well as some others) which typically control some 70 per cent of the market concerned.
This is the pattern, whether you look at Bertelsmann in Germany, Murdoch’s NewsCorp
in the USA, Berlusconi’s Fininvest in Italy. This pattern represents a capitalist or market
model for business, in which competition, profit and return on investments drive the
behaviour of the company. It is difficult not to conclude that most media companies
operating on these principles work in the interests of owners – as opposed to the interests
of audiences or the community at large. Where there are qualifications to this pattern, it
is either because of regulation – the BBC – or because the organization is working in a
niche market that is of no interest to bigger commercial players.

Vertical integration refers to the pattern of business ownership in which a company buys
or sets up other companies which relate to the core business – say, publishing. In particu-
lar, big media organizations tend to try and control production, distribution and exhib-
ition/retailing. So when NewsCorp moved into the USA it bought Twentieth Century Fox
which is about film production and distribution. These films provide product for Fox TV,
which itself was greatly expanded in respect of its production and distribution of TV
material. News International also owns a chain of 33 TV stations in major US cities,
which gives it some guaranteed exhibition of its product. This integrated power also gives
such a media institution the power to cut one-sided deals with apparently independent
makers of film and TV.
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Multi-nationalism links to globalization and refers to the fact that the largest media
companies do business in different countries, have links across national boundaries (co-
productions), distribute product across different countries, and have manufacturing
bases in different countries. This can make them more difficult to regulate, less easy to
tax and generally more difficult to ‘challenge’ in national and cultural interests.

Conglomeration refers to a tendency to buy into similar businesses in order to meet
competition and to dominate the media sector which a given company is in. So in Britain,
over the last few years, Granada Television bought controlling interests in Yorkshire,
Tyne Tees and London Weekend television companies, and has now merged with the
other big player, Carlton, to form ITV plc. To take another example, my local newspaper
The Gloucestershire Gazette was owned by a group called Southern Newspapers, but the
group was taken over by another called Newsquest, which as a conglomerate is now one
of the biggest groups in the country (and is itself owned by a US media company called
Gannet).

On another scale, the failing French global media business, Vivendi, which owned
Universal Pictures, sorted out financial problems (2003–4) by negotiating a merger deal
with General Electric, owner of NBC TV, radio and cable.

Lateral integration – refers to a company move sideways, buying across different media.
The biggest companies, like NI, provide examples of both vertical and lateral integration.
An example of lateral strength would be the Walt Disney Company, which in respect of

New Technology and the Global Reach of Institutions
NT underpins media power of distribution, across a range of media: films, TV, news production, the Internet,
telecommunications.
(Corbis)
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films owns Miramax and Touchstone, as well as Walt Disney Pictures. In terms of televi-
sion, it owns the ABC network, as well as Touchstone and Buena Vista television, plus a
number of cable channels. In radio, it owns ABC radio networks. In music, it owns Walt
Disney and Hollywood records. In publishing it owns, among others, Hyperion books,
seven daily newspapers and a variety of magazines.

Croteau and Hoynes (1997) provide good analysis and description of such
ownership, including a study of the media conglomerate Bertelsmann, which owns over
350 companies in some 30 countries.

Diversification refers to another version of the lateral process in which a media
company is either bought by a business having nothing to do with media, or in which
the media company buys into a non-related media business as a way of spreading its
financial bets. My regional newspaper The Bristol Evening Post is now owned by the Daily
Mail and General Trust media organization. Before this, it was mainly owned by the
British Electric Traction company.

It may be argued that these characteristics are linked to economic drivers which in
turn may be summarized as seeking

� Profitability;

� Economies of scale;

� Control of the market;

� Suppression of competition.

All these commercial practices contribute to the superior market position and power of
certain media organizations.

Nicholas Garnham (2000) produces the following definition of media organizations
in relation to their economic activity –

1 editorial model – in which individual goods are produced directly for the consumer
(such as CDs)

2 press model – in which goods are produced collectively but are also guaranteed repeat
sales (such as newspapers)

3 flow model – in which a constant supply of goods is produced (as in broadcasting)

Such models reinforce the idea that media organizations are institutions of commerce, as
much as creative sources, cultural enablers or part of a social.

4 Media institutions and finance
What I want to consider here is where the money comes from, where it goes, and the
implications. The remarks which follow refer to institutions which are producers, as
much as distributors. Grossberg et al. (1998) make a useful general description of how
media make sales and derive income

1 via direct purchase of the commodity – e.g. the cost of the magazine;
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2 via a charge for access to the point of distribution or display – e.g. box office charge at
the movie theatre, or the Internet provider charge;

3 via indirect financial support, though the commodity is free at the point of sale – e.g.
commercial television;

4 via indirect financial support, plus a cover cost – e.g. advertising in newspapers.

The account which follows amplifies this model and applies mainly to British media.
The BBC is, exceptionally, funded by a licence fee of £121 per annum, payable by all

households having a TV set, and bringing in around £2.5 billion a year. In principle it
is independent of market forces. In practice it is not. Successive governments, that set
the licence fee/income of the BBC, have made it clear that the BBC must compete with
the commercial sector in terms of quality, ratings and public approval, not to mention
adopting commercial practices.

The rest of British media relies a great deal on advertising. Broadcasting almost
entirely depends on this. Newspapers and magazines derive between 30 per cent and 70
per cent of their income from advertising. For example, the Sun tabloid newspaper, with
sales of around 4 million a day, can charge £50,000 for a full page advertisement.
However, one should note that books and CDs, for example, have to make their profits
on unit sales. There is also a small amount of money that comes from sponsorship –
The Cadbury Group sponsors the successful soap, Coronation Street, while HSBC Bank
sponsors drama series on ITV.

This dependence on advertising reinforces institutional values which are tied in with
a market perspective. It means that the interests of the media become closely identified
with the interests of other kinds of business. It underpins the view that media goods
come to be treated like any other commodity: that if media products are manifestations
of culture, then that culture becomes a collection of commodities, where the media are
concerned, at least.

I now want to look at particular examples of media industries.

The film industry (see also Chapter 7)
This is an interesting case in many ways. Firstly, there is no coherent British film industry
in the way that radio programmes or books are produced, distributed and sold in Britain.
There is a constellation of companies which specialize in things like producing (not
making) films, or in support services such as making trailers. Secondly and consequently,
there is no large film company which can, from its own turnover and backers, finance
movies – least of all for distribution on a global scale. Finance for British films is cobbled
together from a variety of sources. Predominantly, money comes from the US majors.
Television may also provide some funding. Channel 4 has been a relatively significant
supporter of low-budget British films, but by 2004 it has pulled out of this activity.
The BBC puts only 1 per cent of its budget into film production. The British National
Lottery has also given some money, to be administered through the UK Film Council.
Thirdly, what are legally defined as British films (and so eligible for certain tax conces-
sions) may be made largely by British workers, but often are funded by US money –
companies such as Miramax. Fourthly, the income of films globally is not derived much
from advertising around screening: this goes to the exhibitor, in Britain often one of the
US Majors once again. As Doyle (2002) puts it: ‘The small size of the domestic UK market
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and the disaggregated structure of the industry prevent the indigenous production sector
from growing beyond a cottage industry.’

But in any case, even globally, few films survive solely on box-office receipts. Video
sales are important. So is the income from TV rights – often made in a pre-sales deal
which provides cash upfront to pay for the movie being made. And then there are the
spin-off product deals – music, games and toys. The fragmented sources of income for
movies is partly an expression of the huge sums needed to pay for the most expensive
media product of all (if one is considering mainstream film making). Major Hollywood
movies cost anything from US$50,000 to US$100,000 on average, to make and pro-
mote. But one may also say that the huge sums to be made from such a variety of sources
also feeds the ballooning cost of making major feature films. It feeds the profit expect-
ations of film companies. It creates a film producing market in which the divide between
global and very local and small scale is marked. It creates a film consuming market in
which the worst excesses of mass appeal, mass culture can be realized.

The television industry
In contrast to film, though this makes a lot of money from spin-offs, programme sales,
and syndication, it has not inflated the economic balloon to the same extent. If these
three sources disappeared tomorrow, there would still be a British TV industry. However,
it is also fair to point out how much TV now depends on co-productions – money from US
or European networks – to help pay for the really big drama and documentary series,
such as Walking with Beasts on BBC1.

In 2002, British TV saw a 6.6 per cent increase in the value of programme sales –
most of which were to the USA (worth £148 million) and to Canada (£100 million),
which £248 million was about half the value of total sales.

So while media institutions derive some income directly from product sales, it is the
case that much of their financing and profit comes indirectly from other sources. This is
well illustrated as part of the symbiotic relationship of media with one another – the
patterns of cross-media ownership. I am talking about ways in which one medium helps
finance another. Newspapers advertise on television; television finances some film pro-
duction; film and television have created the video market; spin-off video games pay a
percentage to the film producers and pay for advertising in magazines and on TV.

Cost elements
It follows from the above that, in terms of media expenditure, advertising and promotion
is a significant part of any budget. Clearly this may not be the case if one is a provider/
distributor like NTL (cable), as opposed to being a major manufacturer of product. But
even portal and search engine providers for the Net, such as Yahoo!, not only take
income from advertisers, but also have to advertise their merits to attract more users and
advertisers. The average feature film will spend between a quarter and a third of its
production costs again, in order to promote itself. Quality television drama, such as
adaptations of the classics, will cost between £300,000 and £500,000 for 50 minutes
on screen. A psychological crime thriller series such as Wire in the Blood (ITV) costs
£620,000 an episode.

Another significant cost element is labour, including celebrity performers. Of course,
specialist workers may command high salaries, not least in operating new technology.
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But the really big cost elements are for those media industries where the star, the
celebrity, the personality worker is essential for attracting audiences and income. Film
and TV are obvious examples. A British celebrity couple hosting a TV show (Judy
Finnegan and Richard Madley) in 2001 took their programme to another station at a
cost of £3 million. And no one will have heard of them outside Britain! Media products
which depend on individual expertise and recognition have a charge attached to them.

A third major cost element is that of new technology. This is discussed elsewhere.
But, in general, there is a huge investment in NT because it may produce:

� economies of scale;

� enhancement of product;

� new products/services or reduction of labour

– and so increase profits and increase competitiveness.
These three elements are the most significant for media institutions. But of course

there are many other factors which affect different industries in different ways, and for
different reasons. For example, the development of new media which expand the num-
bers of outlets for advertising and which offer more choices for leisure time activity, has
reduced TV advertising revenue (and therefore its capacity to spend) over the past few
years. Grossberg et al. (1998) report that US Network audience share fell from 91 per cent

Elements of British Commercial Television
The government set up Ofcom to monitor and regulate the output and commercial behaviour of the contracting
companies. Mergers have meant that these are now dominated by ITV plc, and essentially it is British
commercial terrestrial television. It takes at least 25% of its material from independent production companies.
It now effectively controls ITV news, although this is legally a separate body.

Would a model for any one of the media look like this – interdependent organizations, public and
private? If so, what are likely to be the consequences for the ways that they operate and for the nature of their
media output?
(Graeme Burton, 2004)
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in 1978–9 to 40 per cent in 1996–7, because of competition from cable and
satellite channels. There has been a similar but much less marked pattern in Britain.
However, it may be pointed out that the British commercial television system has its own
peculiar elements which affect income, costs and profits. In particular, there is the
amount that has to be bid in order to get a contract to broadcast in the first place. Then
there are taxation costs. In the case of ITV these two cost elements mean that the
company pays back to government about 30 per cent of its advertising income. Regula-
tion comes in various guises, and the free market is not, in these respects, as free as it
may seem.

5 Media in relation to other institutions
My remarks in the previous section about other industries remind us that media institu-
tions exist within a context of other powerful organizations. Garnham (2000) makes a
criticism of at least certain kinds of approach to media when he says – ‘media studies . . .
tends to focus on things . . . rather than the whole social process which lies behind them’.
Media institutions may have particular qualities and a particular position within com-
merce, society, culture. But they are not pre-eminent. Government uses political and
legal power to modify their sphere of operation. Individuals and groups have recourse to
the law in order to contain or even redefine what it is acceptable for the media to do. The
police may act for the state in a similar process of containment. Education makes the
media an object of study and may question its role.

The media also interact with other institutions – say, the military at a time of war
through TV news, or the health service in a time of reorganization through an article.
They are neither dominant nor submissive in this interaction. But this interaction, this
general context, needs to be accounted for in making models of the relationship between
media and society. It suggests that whatever influence media may have, this is qualified
and modified.

6 Media and audiences (see also Chapter 3)
Discussion of a relationship between media and audiences begs the problem of
conceptualizing ‘audience’ in the first place. Mostly this is discussed in Chapter 5, but it
may be summed up in terms of whether one can understand the audience as –

� a disparate collection of individuals who happen to be consuming one text at one time;

� a coherent social group who have in common characteristics outside their
consumption;

� a mass group whose identity comes from the very fact of their consumption.

ITV can tell us that it has 45 million viewers a week, and break down these figures by
factors such as channel, region and times (2004). Media institutions need to objectify
their audiences to satisfy their advertisers. They need to satisfy their advertisers because in
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most cases they depend on their revenue for survival and profit. In this case they are
looking at quantitative research and at ways of measuring what the audiences do with the
products. So although given institutions may talk generally about their viewers, listeners
or readers, in fact they are thinking about consumers. The raison d’être of the audience is
to provide cash for the media organizations to continue to operate. More specific descrip-
tions of audiences emphasize this view. Newspapers refer to readership and circulation
figures. Broadcasters refer to ratings. These descriptions translate into numbers. Even
where more qualitative descriptions are used – lifestyle identities or psychometric profiles –
the bottom line is, how far do these translate into certain numbers of certain kinds
of people who are spending, or who are prepared to spend, given amounts of cash on
the given media service (and the goods and services that it may be promoting)? So the
relationship at the level of policy, of shareholders, of the executive, is a material one.

This detachment and objectification remains generally true at the level of actual
media production within the institution. But there are respects in which the audience
achieves a greater sense of identity. I am also referring to the fact that media institutions
should not be seen as an undifferentiated mass. The size and the ethos of the organiza-
tion matter, as well as the role of media workers within the institution. At the production
level, the institution makes contact with the audience in various ways. So the makers of
documentaries or the writers of articles will be going out to the public to gather material.
Some media texts figure members of the public. Makeover TV programmes like the gar-
dening-based Ground Force (BBC1) does just this. In this sense it is bringing some of its
audience to be seen by others. One should not exaggerate the intimacy of the connection,
nor the sense of who the audience is, composed of individuals and human beings. But
the contact is there. It works at the level of the much repeated account of the Anglian
radio producer who conceptualized his typical listener as a housewife named Doreen.

What is true about the media–audience relationship is that it remains unequal, even
when audiences are part of the production of the text, as in the case of reality TV.
Institutions control access to the media. They define the terms on which audiences may
participate. It is obvious in the case of quiz shows, for example, that however participants
may be typical of the audience profile, once they are on the show they are no longer the
audience. They are not onlookers. And even studio audiences stand in a rather different
relationship to textual material than do the audiences at home. What doesn’t change is
that the institution still controls the role of the players or of the studio audiences – who
are also players of a kind. So while it is true that the relationship of institution with
audience is rather more complex than a mass audience model asserts, it is still one in
which audiences largely lack access to media, and media have the dominant, controlling
role in the relationship. This remains true for those media examples where audiences
appear to participate through letters, phone-ins and other participative devices.

There are kinds of interaction, but nothing like the social interaction model of
everyday life where participants have equal access to the means of communication, and
where instant feedback enables genuine negotiation over the production of meaning.
The media have established themselves as the producers of texts, which are offered to
audiences as made objects, to be taken largely without discussion. Of course, the limita-
tions of technology mean that one cannot achieve a wholly interactive relationship – a
kind of public space in the marketplace. And not all audiences want to be made to
participate in the play, as it were. But again it can be said that we have lost the kind of
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responsiveness and participation for which the small town newspaper was once a
model – the institution was part of a community, its producers lived in that community,
were identifiable, and so were responsive to that community.

The conceptualization of audience in large categories by media producers becomes
part of the framework within which the text is made, and therefore meaning is encoded.
Such conceptualization, leading to production, leading to encoding, may be seen as an
enactment of media power. However, macro and micro studies conceive of audience
rather differently. So we need to remember that the macro or broad view of a relationship
between media and society will see, if not mass audiences, relatively large numbers of
people – whereas micro studies of audience deal in much smaller numbers. And many
examples which are described under the heading of audience studies, are in fact micro
studies. We may learn a lot about how small numbers of people relate to certain texts.
But such studies do not really tell us much about the broader picture of the relationship
between institution and audience via texts, and in terms of possible effects.

One may also say that the notion of a free market does not add up to an audience
with freedom, in terms of being able to pick and choose among a range of texts and
range of meanings. A free market does not give the audiences the economic freedom to
be able to pay for, to consume whatever they may want. There is to some extent a
correlation in the relationship between institution and audience based on cost and dis-
posable income. In turn, this may relate to the costs of and charges for, new technology.
The TiVO on top of the TV can give the audience more choice of what to consume and
when – if they can afford it. It may be life-enhancing to join the information highway –
but lower income groups cannot afford the hardware or the user charges.

However, James Curran takes a more optimistic view of economic factors, and talks
down a view of media institutions as operating on the basis of unbridled self-interest.

The radical media literature is bedevilled by a system logic which assumes that state-❝❞ controlled media serve the state and corporate-controlled media serve business corpor-
ations. This ignores, or downplays, countervailing influences. Privately owned media
need to maintain audience interest in order to be profitable; they have to sustain public
legitimacy in order to avoid societal retribution; and they can be influenced by the
professional concerns of their staff. All these factors potentially work against the sub-
ordination of private media to the political commitments and economic interests of their
shareholders.

7 Media and advertising (see also Chapter 9)
To understand the media economy and what is and is not sustainable within it, we need❝❞ to understand the nature of the advertising market.

Garnham (2000)

The relationship between institutions and advertisers is best described as a symbiotic one.
The central issue raised is about the degree to which the media depends on advertising
revenue. This in turn leads to questions about how far media texts represent the interests
of advertisers and the ideology of the marketplace.
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The following comments relate to points made under ‘Media institutions and
finance’, above.

Quality newspapers rely on advertising for about two-thirds of their revenue; the
tabloid press for about one third. Magazine producers rely on advertising for 50 per cent
and more of their income.

Broadcasters rely entirely on advertising, excepting a proportion made from pro-
gramme sales and spin-offs, and allowing for the special case of the BBC whose main
income is derived from a licence fee. Even the BBC raises money through sponsorship
deals, providing cash to put on event shows such as the Royal Variety Performance or
something like a tour by the Teletubbies (characters from a popular programme for
young children). In 2002 these deals were worth £2 million, contributing to the £500
million made by BBC Worldwide, the sales and spin-offs arm of the corporation.

Movies vary – low budget films rely on box office and TV sales for their income. Big
budget and mainstream films rely more, though not mainly, on income from product
placement deals or spin-off rights. But in both cases the box office take relies a great deal
on the amount spent on promotion – advertising and publicity – which might add an
additional 20 per cent to the production costs for a low budget movie, to about 50 per
cent for a big movie. And, of course, other media examples also need to promote
themselves.

So media institutions rely substantially on the work of, or on income from, advert-
isers. In turn, advertisers depend on media for a vital means of communication with
customers. By advertisers I mean any organization behind the advertising text, from
consultancies to video outfits shooting an advert, to media brokers doing deals over the
cost and placing of the ad, to any business or organization that contracts the ad. But
advertisers do have other means of communication apart from obvious examples of
mainstream media. One might regard hoardings as part of the media anyway. But the
point is that the symbiosis between media and advertiser is not equal and balanced. As
ITV, the main British commercial channel has found out, its advertisers can turn to other
media, but it has no other means of raising serious revenue. And that revenue has been
declining since the late 1990s. Its share of viewers declined to 23.7 per cent in 2003,
while that of multi-channel providers rose to the same figure. Between 2000 and 2003,
Sky TV’s profits rose from £51 million to £283 million.

Advertising as an activity stands for the ideology of the marketplace – commercial
competition, company expansion, promotion of product, pleasing consumers, maximiz-
ing profits – at any price. It effectively underwrites the tendency of media owners to
support the dominant ideology, the security of the status quo and conservative values.
The free press in Britain is largely only free within a market economy model. In this
model, minimizing production costs and maximizing audience consumption prevails
over any genuine pluralism of material or of ideas. So it is that, of its nature, advertising
will not support alternative or radical material. And it follows that there is no left-wing
national daily newspaper in the UK.

In this respect I am also arguing that the meanings of media texts, the dominant
discourses which produce certain kinds of meanings about how the world should be, are
a consequence of the patterns of ownership and of the production practices of media
owners. They are also the result of a collusive relationship with advertising. This interest
in the work of institutions in manufacturing discourses within a text is part of a political
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economy critique of the media. Whereas approaches which analyse the text and the
discourses themselves would come from a more specifically culturalist critique. One may
argue that media study should include both kinds of analysis.

8 Media and government
The relationship between the institutions of media and government is similarly one of
mutual self-interest, though not entirely one of equals. When the chips are down, it is
government that makes law and controls the flow of information vital to media. Mechan-
isms of regulation (see below) are controlled directly or indirectly by government. Never-
theless, the access of media to the audience means that government often wants to use
media to disseminate policy, to promote initiatives, to release information into the public
domain, to test reactions to possible new laws, and most of all to present in a public
sphere a favourable view of government work.

The attitude of media institutions to government is partly defined by degrees of
interference, which are in turn defined by the terms of regulation for a given media
industry. It is also partly defined by the ideological position of given media businesses, or
even their proprietors, towards the rights of the state, within their own idea of the
media–audience relationship. So marketeers such as Rupert Murdoch, refer to the abso-
lute freedom of the press and to the ability of competition in the marketplace to produce
the media we want, as valid arguments for government keeping out of media business.
Congdon (1995) disagrees and comments with particular relation to news: ‘Just as there
can be little confidence that unregulated commercial broadcasters are much concerned
to maintain pluralism in political debate, so there can be no presumption that the free
market will give top priority to the truthfulness of the news or seek an appropriate mix of
news and other programmes.’

Broadcasters, even commercial channels, are more inclined to take liberal pluralist
positions. Their terms of reference, their executives, their governing bodies, talk more
about responsibility and public service. This is built into the statute and charter which
allows their existence and which defines the broad terms of their operation. However,
although they may chafe at things like restriction on the proportion of cross-media
ownership, broadcasters still accept that they should wear the government bridle, if not a
muzzle.

One issue which operates at the highest levels is that of mutual self-interest and its
consequences for genuinely free media and free opinion. Governments in the West are
very conscious of the value of media coverage, of what they assume to be the power of
the media to sway public opinion. They also assert the existence of and value of an
independent media sector – not least if that independence validates what the media may
say positively about government.

However, independence is relative and qualified. The next section will elaborate on
this. The media are aware of their supposed influence, but are also aware of the power of
government as a prime source of information. Broadcasters are especially aware of the
financial implications of government’s power to allow or to stop things from happening.
What is interesting is the degree of contact between media and government at a
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high level of management. Meetings between senior media people and members of
governments are a matter of record. Government ministers will make pronouncements
about what they think the media should or should not do – part of a dance of power
between two great institutions. One example would be criticism of news broadcasting of
clips from broadcasts on Arab TV channels. Government has expressed concern that
such clips showing ‘Muslim extremists’ may be a vehicle for secret messages (2002).
News media are concerned to show the face of ‘the enemy’. The negotiation of this
conflict of interest takes place partly in the arena of public discussion – government
releases information to make this a public issue – but also in negotiations between senior
officials.

Politicians in the USA in particular hold media posts and media financial interests
while also being members of the Senate or of Congress. In Britain, the requirement to
declare interests and other posts held, as well as to avoid conflicts of interest, makes such
an overlap less likely but not impossible to a degree.

We are talking about a collusive relationship, which is exemplified by the mutual
need of politicians to appear in the media to have a platform for their positions, and that
of the media to have the politicians appear so that they may attract an audience by
having access to authority figures. The nature of the relationship may be ephemeral and
concealed. But, for example, Colin Seymour-Ure reports on former Prime Minister John
Major consciously dining out with media moguls such as Conrad Black and Rupert
Murdoch, in an attempt to counter bad publicity and to create a better relationship with
the press. The Blair governments have made little secret of using a publicity machine
to promote government policy and to spin news stories into a favourable angle on
government.

9 The regulation of media institutions

The objective of regulation is to prevent any media controller from gaining excessive❝❞ powers in the market for ideas.
Robinson (1995)

Any discussion of media regulation raises issues of freedom and responsibility. It raises
questions about whose freedom and whose responsibilities. From one point of view, any
regulation of organizations’ right to be media producers, or of what they produce and
how, is a curtailment of liberty in a free society. Libertarianism is behind criticisms of the
censorship of media texts. Yet, knowing what you are against does not necessarily
explain what you are for. In any case, it is very clear that not just anyone is free to join the
ranks of producers, and it is likely that most people would have some objections to some
material that might be produced in a free-for-all.

One progresses then to the notion that institutions/producers have a kind of
responsibility to the ‘public interest’. For pro-regulators, this in turn raises the problem
of who defines that interest and how. Media may argue for the public’s right to know,
when the individual being talked about in the media argues for a right to privacy. Media
may argue that public interest requires an article should be printed: government may
take the opposite view on the same grounds. In each case one might go on to ask, who is
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demonstrating what responsibility to whom? Media can purport to serve their audiences,
but then we know that in operational practice they serve the interests of their financial
backers and of their governing bodies. Governments are at least elected. Yet even here
one can easily demonstrate self-interest. For example, in 1991 the US military stopped
American reporters from filming flag-draped coffins brought back from the Gulf War.
When British troops were sent to Sierra Leone in 2000 to back that government against
rebel incursions, it was suggested that the British government’s interest was in the arms
industry and the oil industry, not the views of the British public. In 2001 there was a
furore because a civil servant recommended that the terrorist destruction of the World
Trade Center should be used as a distraction and an occasion for the release of politically
uncomfortable information. Such examples do not inspire confidence in the idea of
government as regulator.

Regulation also invokes ideas about censorship. But the word should not be misused in
discussion of what happens to the media. Censorship implies overarching and centralized
control of media material – such as is usually only practised by government in war time.
The regulatory practices of government on media institutions and their work do not
usually emerge in this way. Where the word ‘censorship’ may seem to be appropriate is if
material is removed ‘secretly’, without this being generally known or understood. So you
might consider whether you would describe the practice by TV organizations of cutting
films without telling the viewers to be an example of censorship. Similarly, there are
those examples where whole programmes have been pulled in response to political pres-
sures, most obviously those about Northern Ireland. Where is the line between censor-
ship and response to concerns about taste, or about the best interests of a political
process?

The concept of regulation of media institutions does not only refer to intentional
and external forces. If one connects it with the notion of constraints on institutional
practices, then there are four main areas in which constraints operate.

1 Law – respects in which the fear of legal action or actual legal intervention constrains
the media from ‘publishing’ anything they please.

Functions of Media Institutions
Media institutions are businesses like all others, with the same functions. Does their creative output make them
different in any way?
(Graeme Burton, 2004)
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2 Finance/the market – lack of resources or concern about performance in the market
may constrain media from ‘publishing’. This constraint may limit or shape the media
product, or even simply stop its production.

3 Professional practices – what media workers have agreed it is OK to ‘publish’ or not,
and in what ways, will in effect constrain what institutions put out, and therefore
what we are ‘allowed’ to have in the public domain.

4 Public responsibility – is also about the beliefs of media workers acting as a constraint.
They will share beliefs about the nature of their responsibility to the public and
therefore again about what should be ‘published’.

Regulation of media is apparently not about intentional and external forces in that
in practice much of it is a process of self-regulation. The various categories of media
operate either collective and voluntary bodies, or they have internal mechanisms of
control. Before one applauds the public-spirited appearance of this condition, it is worth
bearing in mind the following points.

� Even self-regulation must be based on institutional values and practices – with which
one may not agree, but which one has no control over.

� Part of self-regulation is a response to fear of legal consequences external to the
institution.

� Self-regulation is also a response to other external forces
– what the audience will accept in the marketplace;
– specific forces such as the government setting the BBC licence fee and therefore their

income;
– what it is understood that the government will accept – or even kinds of government

intervention. There have been many examples of ministerial pronouncements that
have a weighty intervention in some discussion about for example, TV scheduling.

Examples of British media self-regulating bodies are –
Movies: the British Board of Film Classification (BBFC)
Video: the Video Standards Council
Press: the Press Complaints Commission
Broadcasting – the Broadcasting Complaints Commission (but also see below)
Advertising – the Advertising Standards Authority

In broadcasting, the BBC operates an internalized system known as ‘referral
upwards’ (if in doubt about material). The BBC governors establish policy and standards.
But this is hardly a voluntary and internalized system because the charter of the BBC
establishes ground rules for its behaviour, and because the governors are appointed by
the government. Given the fact that a licence is needed to broadcast in the first place
(there has been no licence to print since 1697!) it is apparent that radio and television
are treated differently from other media.

One major external regulatory body is Ofcom – for the broadcasting industries,
which took over (December 2003) the work of the former separate regulators – The
Independent Television Commission, The Radio Authority (The Radio Communications
Agency which manages radio frequency allocations), the Broadcasting Standards Coun-
cil and Oftel (the telecommunications industries). In particular, Ofcom has taken over the
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work of the ITC as an external body for commercial broadcasting, having an overview of
programming, advertising and its standards, and responsibility for allocating broad-
casting contracts. This may moderate any potential for market excesses on the part of
commercial contractors.

It could be argued that there is an illusion of freedom for the media, but many
practices of regulation by stealth. Government is partly behind this, but then so are the
media themselves. Media practices tend to impinge on the material – the editing of films
for broadcasting or for video release. One may also question the effectiveness of such
regulation. For instance three policy statements from the Press Complaints Commission
assert that

� inaccurate and misleading material should not be published;

� there should be a fair ‘right to reply’;

� reporters should not misrepresent who they are in order to obtain material.

Some might say that these ‘rules’ are broken every week.

The law
The law regulates the activities of media institutions in a variety of ways. Some laws
relate to the management and operation of the business, as they would to any company.
The Health and Safety at Work Act protects employees, for example, in respect of the
time spent looking at screens. The Companies Act forces the publication of accounts and
a summary of operations, year on year.

It is those laws which affect media material which are seen as being most significant.
And it is true that it is the business of media institutions to produce, distribute and
publish that material. These regulatory laws are directed at the notion of protection –
protection of specific and possibly vulnerable audiences such as the young; protection of
the public interest as in the case of security services; protection of the general public as
in respect of notions of good taste; protection of the process of law in respect of the
notion of a fair trial; protection of the interests of military operations (which are taken to
be carried out in the interests of the people).

Examples of such laws in the UK are:

� Laws of defamation of character (Defamation Act 1996) – which cover libel and
slander, and are meant to protect the public reputation of individuals. However, it
may be argued that the cost of litigation is so great that most people cannot afford to
defend their reputation against statements made in the media.

� Obscene Publications Act 1959 – the purpose of which is obvious, but the effects of
which are contestable. There cannot be an objectifiable definition of obscenity. So in
effect the Act denies some institutions access to some audiences: and denies some
audiences the right to read and watch some material to which they may not object.
The Act was extended to cover broadcasting in 1991.

� Young Person’s Harmful Publications Act 1955 – which covers horrific and otherwise
harmful material, particularly in comics and magazines. This raises problems to a
degree. For example, ‘comics’ are no longer a format published for the young. Also
there is the question of what is harmful – raised for instance in 1997 when MPs
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expressed objections to the new and sexually explicit (if informative) content of
magazines for young women, such as Sugar and More.

� Official Secrets Act 1989 – which in effect covers anything which government decides
it does not want known about its security and military operations. The issue of a D
notice by someone in the Home Office, covering certain information, is used as a
threat merely to invoke the Act. Most obviously this constrains freedom of speech in
the press, in broadcast news and documentary. It is the focus of an ideological contra-
diction between the idea of a free (democratic) society and the practice of state
control.

� Prevention of Terrorism Act 1974 – was originally framed mainly to control informa-
tion about and reporting of the conflict in Northern Ireland. However, it has also in
effect constrained discussion of what is going on there and why. It incorporates
assumptions about who is a terrorist which, it may be argued, have extended conflict
and made a peace process that much more difficult.

� Public Order Act 1986 – has sections which forbid the publication of material which
incite racial hatred and unrest.

� Contempt of Court Act 1981 – forbids the publication of anything about a trial in
progress which may prejudice its fairness and the outcome. This is why in particular,
that one sees drawings of trial events, not photographs.

� Video Recordings Act 1984 – restricts what may be hired from video shops, and
imposes categories on films available on video.

This last example, which clearly is a kind of censorship, does remind us that regula-
tion does not merely raise moral issues or those of national security. It also refers to
differences of values and of judgement within society – categorizing material on film and
video for consumption by different age groups must ultimately be a matter of individual
beliefs and values: regulation is ideological in its implications and operation. Male nudity
is censored to a degree and in ways that is simply not true for female nudity. There is a
whole history of inequity in the disposition of gender power behind this practice.

In this sense, regulation implies cultural norms. In respect of nudity and norms, the
British are seen by many other European cultures as being sexually inhibited. Regulation
also has a temporal dimension in respect of norms and of ideology: these norms change
over time. For example, the word ‘fuck’ was first used on British TV in 1965 – when it
caused an uproar. There was a valid critical context to the use of the word, but still the
BBC bowed to the storm and made a public apology. Or there is the example of the early
James Bond films which were originally X rated, but have ended up being shown on
prime-time television.

One interesting example of self-regulation and of social mores is the sanitized
product of US company, Clean Flicks. This runs a successful business releasing DVDs of
well-known films, in which most of the sex, violence and ‘bad’ language has been edited
out. There is an as yet unresolved (March 2004) issue of whether they have the right to
make such changes without the permission of producers and directors.

In this discussion of regulation and of related issues one must not lose sight of the
thrust of market interests (the large media corporations) towards deregulation. Govern-
ment is sympathetic to this view, while not entirely agreeing with it. In this context,
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the term ‘regulation’ is more synonymous with political and economic controls than it is
with regulation according to social or cultural norms. The market constructs the term
regulation as being opposed to ‘freedom’ – an evocative and misused term. Such
a dichotomy is false. Herbert Schiller (in Tumber 1996) refers with concern to a
‘push towards total social unaccountability’. Government remains concerned about
accountability, not least if freedom were to undermine governance.

10 Institutions and power

The existence, nature and exercise of institutional power is an issue in itself. The question
is raised about what kind of power, exercised in what ways and with what identifiable
effects. One may suggest that whatever this power is about, it operates out of a material
base, but has ideological implications. For ‘power’ to have any meaning one has to
identify a process in which some kind of force exerted by a given source (institutions)
produces some kind of change in the object of its attention (audience).

The material base and source of institutional power may be identified as

� control of financial resources which fund media distribution and production;

� control of technical resources which manufacture media goods;

� control of human resources which develop relevant technology and make specialist
production possible;

� control of legal resources which copyright and control the scope of distribution and
production, and which amplify profits;

� control of a management centre which holds the reins of ownership, which produces
policy, which directs distribution and production.

The Media: Power pressures
The media should not necessarily be seen as dispensing influence and exerting power. Media institutions are
themselves under pressure from a range of forces, not least those of the varying tastes of their audiences/
consumers.
(Graeme Burton, 2004)
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The maintenance of this material base depends partly on the ability to generate profit,
partly on the production of confidence in the company within the marketplace, partly on
the ability to promote the work and products of the media institution concerned. This
work may directly produce media goods, and it may enable the production of those
goods, and it may enable the distribution of those goods.

The symbolic base of this power and the expression of the power of the material is
the media goods/texts which produce meanings and which are the point of contact with
the audience. The ideological expression of institutional power is these meanings. This
is the focus of possible change. This is the fulcrum of power. If these meanings change
the lives and the thinking of the audience in some way which is to the advantage of the
institution and to the disadvantage of the audience members, then power becomes real
and it matters.

Garnham (2000) refers to two kinds of power –

Structural power: which is about allocation of resources (see Althusser and allocative
control) which operates within the institution;

Economic (corporate power): which operates within structural constraints within the
marketplace and in the context of regulation.

Power is both potential and actual. By this I mean that the apparent capacity of media
to influence the attitudes of audiences is power enough itself. It is this potential
which causes politicians to court media appearances. It is the potential which leads to
censorship and regulation – as much as actual examples of the exercise, even abuse of
power.

At the same time, it is not reasonable to suggest that media power is imaginary. All
media industries tend towards monopoly – so that four or five newspaper groups control
most of the circulation of daily papers in Britain: the same is true for the control of news
agencies. ITV plc owns 12 of the 15 commercial television licences in Britain (granted by
Ofcom). Globalization and the need for financial muscle to meet competition leads to
larger conglomerates which lead to less competition and therefore to less actual choice.
The workings of the market contradict aspirations to healthy pluralism. The numbers of
newspapers, the variety of content and the range of audience has closed down as the
numbers of owners has decreased.

The power of media owners although exaggerated by some critics is not imaginary.
Rupert Murdoch does cut deals. He has built up an American media empire, including
Twentieth Century Fox and Fox TV as a credible fourth network in American television.
He bought and expanded Star Channel, which satellite broadcasts to 53 countries
through 28 channels and in seven languages across much of Asia and the Middle East.
Star broadcasts a channel for British Asians as well. He also owns Sky (BSkyB) satellite
television in Britain and Europe, plus Japan’s Perfect TV. He controls about one third of
British press circulation, and more than this in Australia. NewsCorp owns 175 titles
across three continents, and publishes a total of 40 million newspapers a week, includ-
ing The New York Post and the Sun in Britain. He has acquired control (2003) of the US
company DirecTV (satellite and cable), bringing access to 10 million subscribers. He is
developing interactive TV. He owns Latin Sky Broadcasting in association with the US
telecoms giant AT&T, as well as the major broadcasters Televisa in Mexico, and Globo in
Brazil.
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David Walker, formerly a journalist with The Times in England (writing in Tumber
2000) talks about his experiences of working under the authoritarianism of editors and
owners. He describes a feeling of powerlessness and of alienation among journalists, and
talks directly of The Times being ‘compromised by Murdoch’s ownership’.

In an article in the Guardian (17 February 2003) Roy Greenslade analyses the
‘coincidence’ of how all NewsCorp papers worldwide backed the war on Iraq. ‘He
[Murdoch] has an unerring ability to choose editors across the world who think just like
him.’ Greenslade refers to articles and editorials, as well as taking direct quotations from
Murdoch himself, which construct a consistently pro-war line, behind which one may
hear clearly the creak of the levers of power being pulled.

Then there is Silvio Berlusconi as an example in Europe, who is Prime Minister of
Italy, as well as owner of major TV channels in Italy and newspapers across Europe.
Through his company MediaSet he controls 48 per cent of Italian television – Canale
5, Italia 1, Retequattro and La 7. In advertising he owns Publitalia. In publishing he
has 30 per cent of the Italian book market plus 50 magazines, through Mondadori.
His brother owns the leading Italian daily, Il Giornale. He has a 19 per cent stake in
Albacom, a telecommunications company. Tobias Jones, in his book, The Dark Heart of
Italy (2003), says: ‘It’s impossible to move without inadvertently coming up against
his influence. If you watch football matches, or television, try to buy a house, or a
book, or a newspaper, rent a video, or else shop in a supermarket, the chances are
you’re somehow filling the coffers of Il Cavaliere (last estimated to be worth $14
billions).’

In Mass Media and Society (3rd edn) (2000), Golding and Murdock refer to the power
of the media moguls:

In the emerging environment, power will lie with those who own the key building blocks❝❞ of new communications systems, the rights to the key pieces of technology and, even
more importantly, the rights to the cultural materials – the films, books, images, sounds,
writings – that will be sued to put together the new services . . . the media moguls have a
sizeable advantage since they already own a formidable range of the expressive assets
that are central to public culture.

In respect of production, power exists materially through the technologies and in the
expertise of those who use them. But it also exists conceptually in those workers’ view of
themselves as professionals. The idea of professionalism is one which endorses expertise
and the right to do things in certain ways. People are reluctant to criticize ‘the pro-
fessional’. The good side of professionalism is its attachment to a certain idea of respon-
sibility towards colleagues and towards clients (audiences). Less attractive is a degree
of self-regard which leads to uncritical endorsement of production routines and habitual
practices. It is well documented that news workers invoke professionalism as a way of
endorsing news values and therefore what they do selectively with news material.
In fact professionalism becomes part of news ideology. It is a value position which is
behind newswork. It is also an instrument of power which supports the authority
of the newsworker, what they do, how and why.

It is the case that a relatively small number of media workers collaborate to
represent the world to us. One might say that this is analogous to the small number of
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political workers in the Senate and in Congress, who represent a super power and who
also speak for millions. But the media workers are not elected to their positions by even
the semblance of a democratic process. They speak to us, but are not entitled to speak for
us – though this position, of representing ‘the people’, is one often adopted by news
reporters and newscasters.

If the actuality of media power is its expression through texts and its effects on
audiences, then we will look at this in the chapters which follow. This is the power of the
production of meaning. The interesting thing is that media material does not have to be
politicized to be political, nor does it have to have intentions in order to have effects.
Institutions may be blown by the winds of the market economy. This economy may have
indirect effects. For instance, in 2001 competitive game shows were proving to be very
popular on British television. ITV competed with the BBC for ratings. Its rescheduling of
Saturday night programmes had proved to be a failure, and its share of advertising
revenue was slipping, so it introduced Who Wants To Be a Millionaire, which proved to be
very successful. Similarly, the BBC brought in an equally successful programme, The
Weakest Link, which it later exported to the USA.

The meanings that will be reinforced through a glut of such game shows are, for
example, about the value of being competitive, the stigma of being a loser, the desir-
ability of acquiring material goods. This is ideology at work. These meanings are
political because they are ideological. They refer to the power of being a winner – and
the disempowerment of ‘losers’. But these meanings are not intentional. The insti-
tutional imperative is to get people watching and to keep them there. This is what
power is about as far as the institution is concerned: the power of attraction and
absorption. But then media criticism is concerned with unintended but no less real or
significant effects.

Dennis McQuail (2000) suggests that key aspects of media power may be
summarized as follows:

� attracting and directing public attention;

� persuasion in matters of opinion and belief;

� influencing behaviour;

� structuring definitions of reality;

� conferring status and legitimacy;

� informing quickly and extensively.

One may examine media power in the context of the media imperialism thesis, which
relates to globalization, and the next section. It has been proposed that cultures, espe-
cially the USA, export an empire of ideas to other countries. They promote their ideology,
along with the media product that those countries buy. But again, the prime driver is to
sell. This is not a process analogous to evangelical Christianity in the nineteenth-century
age of empire. No one is explictly trying to sell Western capitalism to the developing
world. Some media critics argue that this may be happening, none the less.

Herbert Schiller (2000), in referring to new technologies and ‘new global alliances’
talks about control of information. He asserts that ‘the world information order remains
for the large part still America’. Still, one would have to say that assessment of the effects
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of control of information flow or of textual production also has to be evaluated in terms
of the production of meaning – of understanding at the point of reception. It is not the
quantity of material which the USA exports that counts – it is what the receiving
cultures make of it, what they do with it in their heads.

Cultures across the world drink Coke and watch US movies, but there is no evidence
that they are looking at the world just as US citizens do. The British language has taken
on American phrases; British publishing has mostly US owners; the British love most
American movies; but peculiarly British speech, books and films are still prevalent. No
more have the British become Spanish because millions of them have taken holidays
there, nor Australian because of the popularity of some TV soaps from that country. And
the British themselves are great exporters of media product to other countries.

Columbia Pictures was owned by a Japanese conglomerate – Matsushita. Now it is
owned by a Canadian distillery giant – Seagram. But Columbia product is still distinct-
ively American. I am not saying that there is no power to influence, nor that there are no
effects evident. But the imperialism thesis is too simple to account for the complex
exchange of media goods across the globe. There may well be large ideological effects at
work. It was proposed that the material attractions of the western lifestyle played a part
in the collapse of the separate state of East Germany, because many East Germans could
pick up western TV. But one could also say that exported South American soaps, teleno-
vellas and light entertainment promotes gender ideology as much as any product from
Europe.

The conceptualization of media power and what it does partly depends on the
ideological starting position of the critic, and on how this person models society in
particular. For example, one might have a consensual model for society – the kind of
model generally assumed by news broadcast media. Or one might have a sense of divi-
sions and conflicts, and so model society as an entity defined by social difference and the
unequal distribution of resources. The power of the media could be benign – to represent
and to hold together a consensus. Or it could be diversionary – to divert attention from
divisions and to falsely represent cohesion in their place.

11 Institutions and globalization (see also Chapter 15)
The maintenance of national sovereignty and identity [is] becoming increasingly❝❞ difficult as the unities of economic and cultural production and consumption become
increasingly transnational.

Collins et al. (1999)

For media institutions globalization means a global reach in terms of range of distribu-
tion, range of outlets, scope of the financial base, various audiences/consumers, range
of products/texts, range of media owned, and the spread of the ownership/management
base. In one sense this global reach does mean more of the same, but on an inter-
national rather than a national scale. It does mean similar operations are spread out on
a larger stage, and that cash flow works on a larger scale. Bigger sharks swim in larger
oceans. The larger base and larger profits can mean more security in the face of
competition.
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But in another sense global reach means something different. One issue co-relates
cultural imperialism (see also Chapter 12) and cultural impoverishment. In the first case
one sees the predominance of some products from some sources. These products neces-
sarily carry certain ideologies and certain cultural perspectives. Obvious examples are
the Hollywood feature film across the world, the Brazilian telenovella/soap across South
America, BBC and CNN 24-hour news across the satellite receptive world. The second
case is a possible corollary – that the consuming cultures create less of their own
product – even that the producing cultures lose out if they are trying to manufacture
some kind of common denominator in terms of global genres and global treatments.
The USA has around 80 per cent of the TV show sales in the global market. In 1999,
Britain exported £440 million worth of programmes. But it imported £843 million
worth, mostly from the USA (though it is fair to point out that there has been an
increase in local drama production, especially in Germany, France and Japan (IOS, 18
March 2001)).

However, the evidence is that things are not that simple. Certainly the ‘developed’
world tends to dominate this cultural export business. But there is an increasing amount
of exchange which means that it is no longer realistic to argue the US imperialism thesis.
And it is evident that indigenous cultures do not ‘die on their feet’, even if they do
change. The Japanese export variations on popular music back to the West, with their
own slant on, say, punk rock. It does exemplify the fact that the Japanese young are not
spending much time on reinforcing traditional and classic Japanese culture. But equally,
forms such as Kabuki theatre have not simply disappeared, even if they have become a
minority interest. And it may be said that new forms represent a kind of new cultural
energy, which is no bad thing. Similarly, one sees hybrid forms of popular music in South
Africa – township music drawing on traditional tribal forms and sounds, which then
further develop through contact with jazz, blues and rock.

Global reach also enhances the validity of a political economy perspective on media.
The US multinational giant Time Warner-AOL is a model for economic determinants at
work, producing political implications and further issues of regulation. The conglomer-
ate has been driven by a need for profit and need to secure its position across media in the
face of competition. It controls a range of product – books, comics, TV, films, music, video
games, toys, TV news – and a range of distribution – through TV stations, Net portals,
satellite channels (CNN), Home Box Office and Cinemax movie channels, the Cartoon
Network, and other retail/exhibition networks – as well as the associated range of pro-
motional companies that help secure it in the marketplace. In political terms one may
argue that this collectively helps produce a certain view of the world, and controls the
means by which contesting views may be debated and presented. This kind of production
and control raises questions about terms of reference for regulation – one might talk
about the need for checks on the kinds of power referred to above. Such regulation is not
forthcoming – the Federal Communications Commission is manifestly weak in its powers
and its will to limit the scope of media companies. Many US politicians have interests in
media companies. Weak regulation allows the predominance of certain ideological posi-
tions through the dominance of certain kinds of institutions operating out of particular
principles. This is just as true as saying that over-regulation by given interest groups may
lead to the same ideological dominance.

For example, the US Telecommunications Act of 1996 removed even the existing
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power of the FCC to regulate radio ownership. There is now no limit on the numbers of
national stations that can be owned by one company. The guaranteed span of the licence
period was extended for both radio and television. As Sterling reports in Tumber (2000),
a maelstrom of mergers followed this Act, mostly involving the large telecommunica-
tions companies and radio stations. AT&T bought the largest cable operator, TCI. Viacom
bought CBS and with it a major US TV and radio network, as well as a music label and
advertising sites (it already owned Paramount Pictures, MTV, Blockbuster video and
major cable and telecommunications interests). There was a notion to enhance public
access to the so-called information highway. The price has been greater concentration of
power in fewer hands.

In such respects it is the practices of media production and distribution that lead to
a certain kind of globalization, which are as important as debates about cultural imperi-
alism. If there is to be some kind of a hegemony of corporations and of their culture of
consumption, then it will be on the back of concentration of control. So far, there is as
much evidence of enriching cultural exchange as there is of cultural impoverishment.
Small companies survive to distribute world music on the back of new communications
systems, in a way that was impossible even 20 years ago. The BBC sells its ‘classic
dramas’ across the globe, and no one talks disparagingly about cultural imperialism in
this case.

If there is an area of media in which one should be concerned about the predomin-
ance of one view of the world over another, it is in respect of news. It is worrying that a
few news agencies – Reuters, Associated Press, for example – have come to determine
what news is gathered from where, how it is structured, how it is available and at what
price. Their only competitors are the big broadcasting networks. Together they dominate
the distribution of product, and therefore of particular ways of looking at events
and issues. Smaller newspapers and broadcasters cannot afford to compete and are very
dependent on such distributors. Military interventions, refugee aid, trading practices and
so on, are all looked at from a first world perspective – put crudely, that what ‘we’ do and
how ‘we’ do it is right. Ironically, technology makes it very possible to hear about how the
world looks from the point of view of the streets of Nairobi, Karachi, Istanbul. But we
don’t often hear that view.

In talking up the significance of the globalization of news, I am not simply
ignoring the potential effect of ideologies embedded in exported media texts. But I am
asserting that there is a degree of cultural exchange and kinds of cultural interpret-
ation that contradict any idea that the world is being brainwashed into materialism.
The exchange and adaptation of ideas may be a good thing. It is certainly inevitable,
unless one conceives of a planet of cultures preserved in splendid isolation from one
another. The USA brought a material culture and its technologies to Japan in the later
part of the nineteenth century. Indirectly, those contacts laid the foundations for the
Second World War in the Far East. But they also brought directly a whole new media
in the shape of cinema. Japanese culture was enriched and expressed through its
movies. In recent years one can point to concerns about the effects of the Hollywood
distribution machine – popular blockbuster films do bring their meanings to the Japa-
nese audience. A film such as The Last Samurai (2004) repackages Japanese culture for
the West, and sells it back to Japan. On the other hand, indigenous Japanese cinema
has developed its own populist forms. And some of these enjoy degrees of popularity in
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the West, just like the Manga form of comic remade that medium in a Japanese image
and sold it abroad.

So the global picture is a complex one, in which access to technology and to means
of distribution produces an exchange model of cultural production. But monopoly of
production and distribution, produces an ‘imperialist’ model of cultural imposition. If
there is a globalization of culture it is on the back of global distribution (more than in
respect of production). But then not everything sells globally, and technology allows
cultural diffusion as much as cultural imperialism. Tomlinson in The Media Reader
(Mackay and O’Sullivan, 1999) proposes something like diffusion, if not actually confu-
sion. At one point he proposes that globalization be defined as Westernization, and that
this be opposed to a view of ‘Western culture as creole culture’. He argues against
exaggeration of the cultural power of the West and refers to ‘the myths of Western
identity’. He concludes that ‘the global future is much more radically open than the
discourses of homogenisation and Westernisation suggest’.

12 Institutions and new technologies (see also Chapter 8)
The relationship between so-called new technology and media institutions is one of a
kind of mutual self-promotion. The mechanics of contemporary media production and
distribution would be inconceivable without the developments in micro-electronics over
the last two or three decades. Equally, that which is described as new technology (NT)
would not have developed in the ways that it has without the funding from, and the
economic self-interest of, media organizations.

The industrially violent move of News International (NI) from Fleet Street to a
state-of-the-art Wapping production base in the 1980s has been well documented. The
company is dominant in newspaper titles – the Sun, The Times, the News of the World.
New technology – word processing for the newspaper industry – already existed. What
NI (later Newscorp) did was to face out the print unions (mainly SOGAT), who wanted to
move from mechanical to print technology at a price which Murdoch was not prepared
to pay. Those who did not move or who went on strike were sacked. New technology was
accessible enough that replacement workers could be trained (as indeed they had been,
secretly, by NewsCorp). It was easier to compose a newspaper page and to transfer the
results to the printing presses, it needed fewer workers, and so held down production
costs and helped profits. The Wapping episode and the rush by other newspaper groups
to follow NewsCorp (compete or die) meant that the next generations of technology
developed at a great pace.

Technologies everywhere tend to develop interactively. One new piece of equipment
leads to a dynamic model, creating yet more change. The newspaper industry also saw
the advent of electronic processing which made colour illustrations in newspapers com-
monplace. There was the increasing use of satellite and cable links to send source
material, or even composed pages, from one place to another. There was the arrival of
lighter and then portable computers, which has made it possible for reporter in the field
to compose and send copy down the line, and not have to telephone copy back to base.
Even this is only a selective comment on examples of NT which have changed all aspects
of the press within a generation.
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The existence and implications of NT are so pervasive that it is difficult to prioritize
and select from among many issues raised. Let me suggest the following points which
relate as much to the ways in which these institutions work, as to their products.

Cost of entry: economies of access
On a large scale, the price of technologies as a prerequisite for becoming a national or
global media player is so great that it forces mergers for economies of scale, and shuts out
all but the largest companies from joining the big media clubs. But on a smaller scale, it is
also true that NT has made possible quality media production for communities and locals
areas. In the music business, the performer Baby Bird composed his early hit material in
his Sheffield bedroom. Pressure groups produce broadcastable video material, which is
occasionally used by the big players.

Information wealth – information poverty
In some respects the media – whether making news or making documentaries, for
example – have an unparalleled technical ability to do things like bring live pictures from
the bottom of oceans, invent the experience of being in space with computer graphic
realism, and bring world events into the living room as they happen. On the other hand,
we only see that version of or indeed places in the world, which the media choose to
access. The physical geography of the world is quite well provided for, though there are
swathes of the planet – China for instance, about which we are information poor. But
more to the point, the cultural or ideological geographies of our world are, it may be
argued, poorly represented. It is not easy to obtain a perspective on how the world
looks and feels if you are living in South Africa or New Zealand – even though the
technology exists to attempt to provide that perspective. Media institutions use tech-
nology to provide the kind of information in kinds of ways which suit their imperatives –
but not necessarily the needs and interests of all possible audiences.

Distributor power: digital convergence
In economic terms technology has enhanced the wealth production of those who
control the flow of product, as much as the rewards for those who make media prod-
uct. Examples of products which are still moved around in a physical form include
newspapers to retailers, film cans to cinemas, video cassettes to retailers, CDs to
retailers. And even here control of these movements guarantees huge incomes for com-
panies like TNT transport or the distribution/promotion arms of the Hollywood majors.
But where the text can be converted to a digital form, then the distribution flow can
also take place electronically. This is the dominant practice in broadcasting and is
central to debates about the Internet as a distributor. Such debates take place against a
background of digital convergence. Increasingly the text is being expressed in the
language of number. Digital TV and radio is expanding, not least in Britain, where the
BBC spent £300 million on opening new channels, and where the costs of digital radio
are plummeting. The first digital cinema has opened in Britain: eventually, movies will
be distributed along cables not in containers. The implications for cost reduction are
considerable. Films have long been distributed via satellite, and now on disc. It is
significant that Viacom (essentially a telecommunications distributor, though it also
owns the video retailer Blockbuster) bought Paramount – a producer. It is significant
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that Time Warner merged with AOL, a distributor. It is significant that companies like
Sony and Bertelsmann, while also using copyright law to reclaim exclusive control of
their music product, have actually done deals with the Net distributors who were
grabbing their product in digital form and making money out of getting it to the
audience.

The tendency to vertical integration still predominates, but this process of monopoly
may now stem from distributors not producers. Control of text in a digital form, and of
the cables and satellites which carry digital text, is behind this move.

Public sphere – private domain: interactivity
NT has, by enabling a global media reach and by offering degrees of interactivity
between media and audience, produced the possibility of creating a public sphere. That is
an area of information and discussion that may be shared by (even between) members of
the audience. It has been argued that the presentation of views via television current
affairs programmes creates a kind of public sphere. Certainly there has been a stronger
argument for the Web acting as a host to this sphere, given the creation of bulletin
boards and chat rooms on the back of digital technology. The curious thing here is that
the Web is an exception to the dominant media model in that it is not run by anyone. It is
about distribution, not production. No one charges for the distribution. It only distributes
some media goods.

The problem with proposing that some media offer a kind of debating chamber for
the public good is that in reality most seem to hold on to a private domain operated in the
interests of shareholders. The technology offers the possibility of at least more audience
participation and intervention. But the reality of things like chat shows is that the media
mostly hang on to a model of producing a shaped artefact within a defined space or time
slot, as an offering to the audience. Even with the Web, the existing media institutions
are perpetuating the closed model, where their sites are generally like retail and publicity
outlets. Legal judgements making portal providers responsible for what some users may
say works against interactivity, and for the passive model in which those who run the
portals and the websites become media owners, and web users become another kind of
audience, not participants.

Recasting the output: texts from institutions
It may be argued that NT has had a variety of effects on media texts, and not merely in
the most obvious terms – of, say, the fluid graphics in a successful animated film like Shrek
(2001). For example, NT has not only shrunk the globe in terms of getting stories back, it
has also shrunk deadlines in terms of the expectations put upon reporters and editors. In
this case it may be argued that the concise and dramatic report has gained precedence
over the more reflective and interpretive report or article.

New institutions, new media, new markets
New technology is also capable of using new media in new ways to generate new forms
of income. For example, interactive TV, like e-commerce on the Net, is continuing to
grow in profitability, in spite of the infamous dotcom crash. Barry Dillers’s ‘USA Inter-
active’ is now worth more than Amazon.com. It includes home shopping channels
(QVC), an e-travel agency, an accommodation booking service, an e-dating service,
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and Ticketmaster (for booking sports and concerts), as well as an online lending and
mortgage service (IOS, 11 May 2003).

So new technology has in itself created new media, which have given rise to new
companies, and have changed the business of old ones. Organizations such as Yahoo!
and Hotmail are now familiar names, but have only existed for a few years. The Sony
Playstation is a dominant product for a well-established company, but in a fairly new
medium – the computer games business. Sky satellite television has existed for barely
twenty years, but is already spinning off into the new media of Sky Digital. Its multi-
national owner, NewsCorp, also owns Star satellite (now partially available on Sky)
which broadcasts across the Far East to 53 countries on 28 channels in seven languages.
Mobile phones have become such a tool and an icon of the so-called new communica-
tions era that they are being buried along with their deceased owners in Slovakia. The
Swedish company Ericsson saw its fortunes transformed through its commitment to this
new media business. DVD discs have changed the film business. Handheld computers
have transformed the business of companies in a lifetime which has seen the dominance
of IBM over company business evaporate in the face of desktop machines and network-
ing. Microsoft’s dominance of operating systems and standard software which does the
business for many homes and institutions has become so acute within 20 years that
it has been the subject of an anti-trust suit – to stop it tying the manufacturers of
hardware to its products.

One needs to take account of the fact that the working life of media institutions has
been revolutionized by new technology. One cannot just discuss what the audiences can
see – computer-assisted technology in animation for movies, or live digicam images from
news correspondents in war zones. It is the less glamorous and concealed effects of NT
which have changed institutions. Financial forecasting and product development use
computer models. Global corporations can only function because of telecommunica-
tions. Programme design, even call centres, are outsourced to India. Report writing and
financial analysis is outsourced to Germany, while the USA sleeps. Video conferencing
enables management discussion and decisions on a global basis. NT even enables new
kinds of industrial espionage through which competitors may be outflanked.

Of course, ‘new’ does not necessarily mean ‘good’ or ‘effective’. Garnham (2000)
refers to the phenomenon of ‘path dependency’ when he points out that the cost/risk/
investments features of new technology may mean that industries do not follow the best
path of development. The persistence of the QWERTY keyboard, or the stranglehold of
the MS-DOS operating program on PC computers are infamous examples of this prob-
lem. There is no area of media institutions or their work that is not affected by NT –
administration, production, product, distribution, retailing and exhibition. Most of it we
are either not aware of, or we rapidly take for granted that which is, for a brief time,
remarkable. We do not notice the electronic retouching of magazine images. Neither do
we know when commercials have been electronically edited, unless the graphics make it
obvious. We take for granted live reports from half a world away. We do not think about
downloading music or image files. We become blasé about the digital interactivity which
enables us to choose what style of commentary we want with a TV programme such as
Walking with Beasts (BBC). We will incorporate instant messaging between computers as
a part of our lives in the same way that text messaging is no longer remarkable. And this
last example reminds one that the line between media as material received and media as
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material exchanged is becoming very blurred. This is not to ignore the huge volume and
value of media product which is still packaged as commodities for the various audiences.
But still one has to rethink the nature of media business and media consumption as NT
changes the work of media institutions and the kinds of media use by consumers.

McQuail (2000) defines four main categories of ‘new media’:

1 interpersonal communication media, such as email;

2 interactive play media, such as computer games;

3 information search media, such as Net search engines;

4 participatory media, such as Net chat rooms.

He also points to the changed experience of using such media, compared with the older
product/consumption model:

� social presence – a sense of contact with others when using the medium;

� autonomy – a sense of control over the medium;

� interactivity – with the source;

� privacy – of experience when using the medium;

� playfulness – in respect of the enjoyment gained through using the medium as
opposed to merely taking things from it.

Things are moving a long way from a media model in which institutions are con-
ceived of as production machines, meanings are thought of as inscribed in fixed texts,
and audiences are defined as mass consumers of those texts. NT has made the media–
audience relationship more complex. In some respects its ability to expand the range of
textual form while also concealing its own artifice makes the audience more subordinate
to institutions. But in other ways, the multiplication of media formats and the greater
engagement of audience with text in respect of new media forms, gives the audience
more power over knowledge production. The institution becomes more of a provider.

There is a question of how far NT produces continuity or change for media institu-
tions. On the one hand, Russell Neuman (1991) inclines to an optimistic view about
change. He proposes that

� new media become less expensive and so more available to the audience;

� NT changes the audience view of geographical distance;

� NT increases the speed of communication;

� NT increases the volume of communication;

� There will be more and more channels of communication;

� There will be more interactive communication;

� There will be more control for users;

� There will be increasing interaction of previously separate forms of communication.

On the other hand, Webster (in the Media Reader, Mackay and O’Sullivan, 1999) also
acknowledges the considerable weight of criticism which sees continuity and the power
base of existing media institutions merely being extended. Neo-Marxists like Schiller or
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political economists like Garnham are placed in the continuity camp, along with discus-
sions of media regulation and the nature of the public sphere.

Webster contrasts these views with those which argue for change and a new kind of
society. In this case, one might be looking at the post-modernists and critics such as
Baudrillard, at those who argue for a new information society and greater public access
to that information.

What the media have to be careful about, commercially, is embracing new technolo-
gies with ill-founded enthusiasm. The Time Warner/AOL merger was actually a takeover
by AOL, but then the merged company reported a loss of $99 billion for 2002. This
astonishing loss was partly due to writing off ‘good will’ factored into the merger, but
happened because, fundamentally, the performance and profitability of the Internet
company was much overestimated.

13 Alternative models for media institutions
The first question one needs to ask, is alternative in what way? Presumably, a general
answer is anything alternative to the dominant model described above, in which profit
and competition drive most institutional developments; and, presumably, something
alternative to the capital-heavy, technology-intensive, market-motivated characteristics
of multinationals and conglomerates.

Small is not necessarily alternative, if the small organization works on the same
principles and economic imperatives as the large ones. With no disrespect intended to the
work of the many independent TV production companies in Britain, such as Tiger Aspect
(e.g. producer of the Mr Bean comedy series), what they produce is largely more of the
same. Entertaining as the product may be – documentary or comedy – it does not often
challenge the way the material is handled or challenge the way that subjects are thought
about. This lack of difference has much to do with the values and material needs of the
commissioning organization, with the need to attract large audiences, with the unprofit-
ability of minority audiences. The BBC’s backing of the hugely successful comedy series,
The Office, was largely a producer’s act of faith and a risk. It is true that, in the case of
television, regulation enforces the commissioning of a 25 per cent quota of ‘independ-
ent’ material. But the BBC and ITV strike hard bargains, which include the rights to sales
and marketing in most areas. In 2001, Tiger Aspect made a profit of only £326,000 on a
turnover of £34 million.

Economic determinants
What would seem to underpin the possibility of ‘alternative’ is the source and amount of
cash which the institution needs to operate. Large amounts of cash increase the obliga-
tions that the alternative organization has to its providers, and the ideological hold which
the provider can exert over the work of that organization. What would seem to express
alternativeness is something about the philosophy or ideology of the institution.

In raw financial terms, it is difficult, next to impossible, to operate as a totally
independent institution. Cash has to come from somewhere, if labour, technology and
other cost elements have to be paid for. The source of cash – investors, the state,
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shareholders, advertisers – is likely to be a constraint. Even when the media material has
been produced via, say, the investment of free labour or that of private investors, there
are still cash consequences when trying to get the independent film or video or magazine
to an audience. Distribution also costs.

Audience factors
In ideological terms, and providing one does not upset the cash providers, it is easier to do
things differently, to express minority views. But then the principles of the marketplace
also cut in. Who wants to view, listen to or read such views – especially if there is a
charge involved? The difficulty with constructing alternative models for media institu-
tions is not merely a material one and to do with a structural status quo – the dominant
model of how things are run. It is also a conceptual difficulty and to do with the ideo-
logical status quo – in which there is a dominant model of how things are said. If you
want to change the way stories are told, what documentaries may tell us, the views that
news can bring us, then you not only have to pay for production and distribution, you
also have to get someone to stop and listen, even if the material is freely available.
Alternative institutions are not much use without audiences of some kind.

The BBC
One considerable model of an alternative approach is that of the BBC, discussed in the
next section. Most of its cash comes directly from the public through the compulsory
licence fee. It is in principle not beholden to commercial sources. Yet its operation is not
unlike that of a private company, and much of its material is hardly alternative in its
views. This is partly because the organization wants to prove its ‘worth’ by showing that
it can produce popular material that will plead large audiences. It is also because the
politicians who set the licence fee have told it that it must compete with commercial
television in terms of ratings. Being ‘different’ and being independent do not seem to be
very compatible with being a large media institution.

Not that one should be too negative in surveying alternativeness. We do have com-
munity and hospital radio, which serve individual and community functions. There is
micro-cinema on the Net, which gives space to short experimental movies. There is
ZeeTV satellite channel for Asian communities. There is The Voice, or New Nation, weekly
newspapers for the black community, though their circulations are only (by estimate, not
audit) around 30,000 each, mainly in London. There are regional arts associations and
regional film theatres which present film, video and photographic work that would not
normally be seen. What has not been constructed is an alternative institutional model in
which media producers have access to major channels of distribution and/or have access
to significant production funds outside commercial sources. There is some sort of
example in the case of Dutch broadcasting. Here, any community organization having
membership above a certain threshold does have right of access (and of time, on a sliding
scale) to state-supported broadcasting channels. The market model still breaks through,
in that the largest organizations (Protestants and Catholics) want to use their consider-
able rights to time to attract large audiences. So popular genres prevail. Nevertheless,
there are some programmes at some times which we would describe as alternative in
what they have to say about social and political issues. Perhaps what is important is that
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alternative models of funding and distribution make possible diversity of opinion which
in a sense stops being alternative because that becomes a ‘normal’ media experience for
the audience.

14 The public service debate

The issues raised by the debate over these two models is predicated on the supposed and
special influence of broadcasting on the media audience, especially television. It is also
the case that when the BBC was established in 1927 it was seen as the only possible
broadcaster. So broadcasting was conceived of as a public service. This stopped being the
case in 1954 when ITV started. The single public service model was broken and the
notion of what public service is, was necessarily called into question. The unique funding
arrangements for the BBC became questionable once there was another channel funded
a different way. The financial issue here becomes a question about why all of the public
should pay for some of the service when they don’t all watch or listen to the BBC.

The position of the BBC as an exemplar for independent-minded public service
broadcasting (PSB) was made worse in the 1980s when the Tory government pushed it
further into commercial practices, confirming that it should compete in the marketplace
for audience figures. In the early days of ITV, BBC’s viewing share had collapsed in the
face of the populist and genre attractions of the commercial channel, so it had already
moved into competitive commercial behaviour to justify its licence fee to Parliament. But
things got worse in the 1980s when licence fee rises were held down and when Channel
4 was created. Just as the BBC was not really free to offer something ‘alternative’, so
Channel 4 did not really have to operate in a free market competitive commercial climate.
Indeed it was required to serve minority interests – like BBC2. But it was ensured funding
because the government creamed this off the ITV1 Channel 3 profits (until 1991).

Broadcasting regulation, described above, meant that in the first place, no broad-
caster ever operated in an entirely free climate. It meant that some channels were
positioned by their licences as being more alternative than others. It meant that some
element of public service was legislated into the whole system. The more channels were
licensed (including radio) to serve more specific audiences, the more the distinction
between the BBC as a clear model for wide-ranging public service, and the commercial
institutions as a model for populist mainstream provision, was fudged. And it has already
been questioned as to whether the BBC, in ideological terms, was ever an alternative
institution as it was run by establishment figures and had institutionalized values that
fed conservative notions of good taste and cultural norms. One can point to the satirical
goosing of politicians through programmes such as That Was The Week That Was (1963),
under the liberal regime of director general Hugh Carleton Greene. There have been
sterling examples of drama such as Boys From the Black Stuff (1982), which said a lot
about the effects of government policies on the working class. But then its mainstream
tendencies were reinforced by the market culture referred to above, and enacted under
the managerialist regime of director general John Birt in the 1990s. Indeed, to be fair to
the BBC (and Birt) there are ideological contradictions at the heart of the debate about
PSB, in the pronouncements of politicians and other commentators. These people
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wanted a risk-taking, community-serving, creative public service to emerge from a
union with market forces. They wanted public service broadcasting to be all things to all
people – popular and profitable and yet serving minorities at the same time. The BBC was
damned for some for its commercial partnership with the American Flextech (UK Gold)
and with Discovery channel, for the considerable profits that it has made from BBC
Worldwide. Yet the same people who do not want the BBC to play commercial games
with public money because it is in ‘public service’ also do not want it to serve all of the
public if this means that it loses audience share or needs more money.

The Labour government has also appeared to want to face both ways at once. The
Charter which gives the BBC a licence to operate in the way that it does, has been
renewed only until 2005. The licence fee itself has been renewed only after much debate.
The government is keeping its commercial options open with reference to the possibility
of BBC funding moving to a kind of commercial subscription system.

It is clear from the above that degrees of public service can be enforced through
regulation. Such regulation enforces a degree of service to minorities and communities
for all broadcasters; there is the local impact of licences awarded to commercial and BBC
radio; these channels do give some voice to local communities, to local issues; they
provide local information, and discuss some local problems – while also imitating popu-
lar genres and models for talk radio. In particular, Channel 4 has walked a tightrope
successfully in providing some populist material, but also screening some challenging
film seasons and documentaries which address minority issues.

This takes one back to the contradictions of public policy, in which deregulation of
broadcasting has partly driven the broadcasting Acts of the 1990s. At the same time, a
recognition that free markets do not actually produce freedom of choice has encouraged
government to cling on to kinds of regulation. Negrine (1994) discusses this contra-
diction, partly with reference to the pronouncements of The Peacock Committee on
broadcasting (1985): ‘regulatory requirements . . . produce not a free market, but one
regulated to allow for freedom, albeit a freedom where market forces dominate’.

What is clear is that the structure of media institutions, and the climate within
which they operate, can be enforced by government to satisfy some model of what public
service entails. There is no ‘natural’ base model offered by commercial broadcasting,
which then has to be adapted in some way. But neither is the BBC a naturally dominant
model. It is possible to use political mechanisms to allow or disallow whatever kind of
institutional model we want. What is difficult to do is to determine the kind of service
preferred and for what kind of public. Broadcasting to serve the various disabled com-
munities, or immigrant communities, or those who want to question government policy,
becomes a political issue. There is no coherent ‘public’ out there, though there may be
larger and smaller communities. But it goes against the grain of dominant political and
broadcasting visions to have to accept this and do something about it. In a sense the
dominant ideology cannot cope with the vision of a diverse public. Nor can it take on the
financial consequences of having to find the money to pay for that public’s service. In
particular, it is not going to pay for a public voice given to views that might undermine
this dominance. Equally, I do not accept that PSB is only, or mainly, about giving a voice
to radical and oppositional politics.

The public service debate is not confined to Britain. The conduct and effects of media
policies across Europe are a cause for concern to broadcasters and citizens who fear for
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the erosion of a genuine choice of material and of ideas. These fears are focused on
the evident expansion of private ownership and its consequences in market terms for
broadcasting: on events such as the selling off of the French TFI public broadcasting
network to commercial interests.

Concerns about protecting media so that their output reflects a sense of national
identity and serves a real range of audiences takes us back to the beginning of this
chapter and to questions about genuine choice for audiences, and about how far we
should allow media institutions free rein in a commodified marketplace.

15 Discussion extract

. . . the special nature of the right to communicate and television’s cultural and political❝❞ role suggest that television cannot be left simply to regulation by the market or competi-
tion law. The principles of diversity, pluralism, independence and equality of access that
underpin the media’s important role in shaping and informing public opinion suggest
that, in spite of the promise of bountiful audio-visual services in the future, there are still
strong grounds for persisting with regulation. This in turn emphasises the importance of
these principles. First, the emergence of powerful transnational alliances to distribute,
market and sell digital television not only poses a risk to diversity through fewer sup-
pliers, but may also contribute to less economic competition and ultimately less choice
for the consumer if a small number of digital gatekeepers are permitted to control the
market. Secondly, conventional analogue broadcasting is likely to remain the dominant
force in television for some time to come while digital media become more widely
available. This means that safeguarding the plurality of opinion in broadcasting (for
example, through stipulations on impartiality in news and current affairs) and regulating
access to limited analogue capacity will continue to be regulatory issues until wide-
spread access to digital media allows television to operate more like publishing. Third,
the emergence of digital transmission systems will still throw up bottle-necks which
require regulation to safeguard diversity and choice (e.g. conditional access systems,
electronic programme guides). As the ongoing battles to establish proprietary con-
ditional access have shown, the extent to which companies control access and distribu-
tion is much more important than the number of channels they own or the services they
offer. This is because network access and control determines how the system will be used
and to what extent proprietary standards (through set-top boxes) can be imposed.
Regulation then is needed wherever there is a threat of market dominance and a threat
to diversity of opinion and choice.

Steemers (1999)

1 Summarize the writer’s arguments for regulation of digital broadcasting.

2 How would you explain and amplify the phrase ‘television’s cultural and political
role’?

3 Explain and exemplify different ways in which ‘market dominance’ may be
interpreted.
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4 What would be the main differences in attitudes to regulation of media between a
liberal pluralist and a political economist?

5 What are the differences between media and their industries which may suggest that
there should be differences in the way that they are regulated?
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